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Abstract
Production scheduling is an important function that determines the efficiency and productivity of a
production system. Many optimization methods, techniques, tools, and heuristics have been used to
solve production scheduling problems, accordingly priority rules are implemented for customers’
orders in real-world applications. Simulations and heuristic methods are quite useful for making
decisions, and they are used mostly to design and improve production systems by reducing their
complexity. In this study, a Priority Rule-Based Genetic Algorithm Scheduling (PRGA-Sched)
module was developed to provide shorter total completion time in production scheduling. The module
was integrated with the Faborg-Sim simulation tool. As a case study, a heating boiler manufacturing
system was analyzed and simulated with six products and customers’ orders by using production data
from the PRGA-Sched module in Faborg-Sim. The results showed that a shorter total completion time
is obtained and saved than the initial situation by via PRGA-Sched module.
(Received in July 2014, accepted in April 2015. This paper was with the authors 3 months for 2 revisions.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Continuous improvement is necessary in all processes of a production system. Many tools,
techniques, subsystems, and systems can be planned, scheduled, and used for this purpose.
Technological advances in computing have led to the emergence of more effective scheduling
methods from research side [1]. Likewise, flexibility, efficiency, and effectiveness are known
to be important factors for improvements. Production scheduling also is an important function
for determining the efficiency and productivity for a production system in the competitive
global market.
Scheduling is basically a problem of assigning tasks in the best manner possible given
that resources and production time are limiting constraints [2], Generally, there are two types
of constraints in scheduling problems, i.e., resource capacities and technological constraints
[3]. Scheduling involves the allocation of resources over a period to perform a set of jobs
subject to known system constraints. Given that, scheduling is known to be NP-complete, and
it has proven to be a difficult task if optimal solutions are required [4, 5]. If there were not a
polynomial time algorithm for solving a scheduling problem, the problems could be classified
as NP-Hard problems [2]. Additionally, Gantt charts have used to illustrate solutions for
scheduling problems [1, 6]. Scheduling is a very important function for a production system,
and it is affected by many factors, such as job precedence, due dates, production levels, lotsize limits, and priority rules [7]. On the other hand, during the past five decades, heuristic
algorithms have been used extensively for solving scheduling problems in combinatorial
optimization. Heuristics are known as powerful algorithms that provide shorter solution times.
They also can be integrated to most problems easily [8].
In this paper, we have reported the results of our development of a production scheduling
module, called the PRGA-Sched (Priority Rule-based Genetic Algorithm Scheduling)
module, using a priority rule-based genetic algorithm for production scheduling. The module
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was integrated with the Faborg-Sim [9] simulation tool to minimize the total completion time
in production systems. The PRGA-Sched module was tested for a heating boiler
manufacturing system, and it was modeled on the Faborg-Sim simulation tool. Then, the
completion times of customers’ orders were obtained using the PRGA-Sched simulationbased scheduling with ten priority rules that can be selected separately to provide higher
flexibility for the solution algorithm.

2. BACKGROUND
Currently, solving large-scale, combinatorial optimization problems are possible due to the
advances of computer technology. Many engineering problems, which have many constraints,
can be solved simultaneously in the same way. The structure of a genetic algorithm (GA) was
represented by Goldberg [10]. It is a population-based heuristic search algorithm based on the
evolutionary strategies of natural selection and genetic procedures. The GA is used in
computing to find a solution (exact or approximate) for the optimization of search problems.
The well-known applications with GA include scheduling and sequencing, reliability design,
vehicle routing, group technology, facility layout and location, transportation, and many
others [6]. Davis (1985) was the first to use the GA approach for solving a scheduling
problem. His study became a main reference for the studies that followed [11]. More efficient
results are provided for solving job-shop scheduling problems in the complex combinatorial
optimization problems by the selection of GA operators [12-17]. The main goals of GA with
job-shop scheduling were to find the shortest, total-weighted completion time, makespan,
minimum slack time, maximum delivery rate, and utilization rate. Some researchers have
compared GA with other heuristics, such as simulated annealing, tabu search, and hybrid GA
for job-shop scheduling problems [18-23]. A priority rule based on the presentation of GA
was proposed by Dorndorf and Pesch (1995) using permutation encoding [24]. Each priority
rule was represented, and their algorithms incorporated the Giffler and Thompson algorithm
into GA. Similarly, a framework was developed in genetic programming for flexible, jobshop scheduling with priority/dispatching rules [25].
Additionally, some new tools and frameworks have been presented in the literature. For
example, the GA-oriented scheduling tool (GAST) was presented for multiple resources and
structures in a complex array of products [26]. Recently, research papers have included more
constraint models, e.g., processing times, work hours, and production capacities (machines,
personnel, and other resources), tranportation, and parallel workstations. For the objective of
minimum total completion time, according to the priority or dispatching rules, research of
scheduling with sequencing is applied, generally, with operation and/or due date-related rules
[27-29]. The simulation which is a tool for analysing and making stable decisions in order to
develop production systems can be defined in many ways. Simulation models can produce
solutions in much shorter times due to the rapid advancement of computer technology.
Generally, simulation results move to real systems for design and management.
Simulation methods are classified as static or dynamic; deterministic or stochastic; discrete or
continuous. There are many advantages and benefits of simulation including performing
experiments on actual production system models, evaluating the production equipment before
it is purchased, predicting system behaviour, and analysing alternative organizational
structures [30-34].
Some researchers have presented personnel or workforce planning with alternative
structures of simulation models and evaluated performance measures, especially working
hours [34, 35]. In a job-shop scheduling system, expert systems that are presented for
production problems are the interruption of machines, re-work, and work-in-process by the
simulation tool or the development of a framework for minimizing makespan, considering
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due dates, priorities, dispatching rules, and maintenance control processes. During the process
of simulation, some assignments are applied between resources and operations [36-45].

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 The FABORG-SIM simulation tool
The Faborg-Sim simulation tool is used for modeling and simulating to evaluate production
systems. It was developed in a research project entitled “Development of Simulation Software
for Facility Organizing, Production System Structuring, and Performance Measuring” that
was conducted in the Industrial Engineering Department at Suleyman Demirel University in
Isparta, Turkiye. The development was conducted using Microsoft Visual C# 3.5, objectoriented programming language with database [9]. Faborg-Sim can be used to design and
simulate very complex production systems that have complex workflow plans (products),
product trees, and many parallel workstations and personnel types at the same time. It
includes extensive data that were gathered from actual work environments. Thus, the
production systems can be evaluated with higher reliability and flexibility for simulation. The
Faborg-Sim simulation tool has three main modules which are given below:
 Modeling Module: The input parameters, i.e., functions, operations, workstation and
personnel types, work hours, workflow plans, products, customers, customers’ orders, and
configuration frameworks, can be stored on a database to design the simulation model.
 Simulation Module: The defined system data are simulated by considering workstation
types, personnel types, and other production resources or constraints (e.g., work hours) with
an in-simulation-run configuration. As a result, the Gantt charts for workstation type and
personnel type are drawn based on the report zone that is determined by the configuration
framework.
 Evaluation Module: In Faborg-Sim, performance measurement systems are developed for
production resources and parameters of customer orders. Thus, customers’ orders, products,
processes, and production resources (especially, machines and personnel) are evaluated
together in the production system.
The simulation process was run “First In, First Served” priority rule (FCFS (0)) without
any heuristics algorithm to set up the default of Faborg-Sim.
3.2 Priority rules
In job-shop scheduling problems, dispatching and/or priority rules are used mostly in the
sequencing of customers’ orders/jobs. Customers’ orders are queued before production is
started. In this study, 10 priority rules with general structures were used in the production
system (Fig. 1). The priority rules are used mostly for job shop scheduling in the literature.
They are encoded like as genes on a chromosome with numbers 0 through 9 into PRGASched module. For example, the FCFS rule is 0, the LCFS rule is 1 and also the SIRO rule is
9 respectively. Then, the priority rules are presented in the next seciton with their usage in GA
algorithm by via permutation encoding. Later, the operations are simulated and performed
from these rules on the chromosomes.
3.3 A Priority Rule-based Genetic Algorithm Scheduling module (PRGA-Sched)
The scheduling problems are in the class of NP-Hard problems and so the some heuristic
methods commonly are used to reach the best possible solutions. The PRGA-Sched was
developed by using Microsoft Visual C# 3.5, object-oriented programming language with
database.
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Queue of
Customer Orders

Production
Orders

Priority Rules
FCFS

First Come, First Served

LCFS

Last Come, First Served

SPT

Shortest Processing Time

LPT

Longest Processing Time

EDD

Earliest Due Date

LRNOP

Lowest Remaining Number of Operations

MRNOP

Most Remaining Number of Operations

SRPT

Shortest Remaining Processing Time

LRPT

Longest Remaining Processing Time

SIRO

Service In Random Order

Figure 1: Priority rules of production systems (modified from Schuh, 2008) [46].

The process of GA heuristics begins with an encoding type. Different encoding types
have been proposed during the past years for solving job-shop scheduling with GA. These
presentations are operation-based, job-based, preference list-based, job pair relation-based,
priority rule-based, disjunctive graph-based, completion time-based, machine-based, and
random key as encoding types [6]. This study was inspired by Dorndorf and Pesch’s priority
rule-based GA approach. Their procedure was modified and improved as a module, which is
called the PRGA-Sched, by integration with the Faborg-Sim simulation tool. Dorndorf and
Pesch (1995) presented a procedure for permutation encoding with priority rules [24]. The
PRGA-Sched algorithm uses the same encoding method, but it has some differences when it
is applied, as follows:
 Priority Rules: Ten priority rules are given in Fig. 1, mostly used for the scheduling of
production systems in the PRGA-Sched module and they can be selected both together and
separately.
 Creation of chromosome: This is created by randomly with permutation encoding method
and also the chromosome size is obtained from the total operation number of customer
orders. For an instance, we have totally five operations in two different orders. If a
chromosome is created, an array could be setup with 0-9 priority rules for five genes by
randomly. Table I shows the randomly created chromosomes with five genes.
 Termination criteria: Iteration number and/or the best-fitness, value-repetition number are
determined to terminate the algorithm in general. In this study, the termination criteria is
also defined as an iteration number. Here, for each chromosome the fitness value is
evaluated until all operations are completed via simulation in the PRGA-Sched module.
 Set-up and processing times for the workstation and personnel are evaluated flexibly based
on work hours.
 The PRGA-Sched module is integrated into the Faborg-Sim simulation tool, and the
advantages of simulation have used for this framework together on the production
scheduling system. While the operation is not interrupted in classical job-shop scheduling,
it is possible to do so during the personnel’s work hours in the PRGA-Sched module by
supporting simulation. The interrupted operations are continued on the same personnel and
workstation if the personnel’s work hours are available.
The PRGA-Sched module has two main parts in its framework, i.e., priority rule and
priority rule-based GA scheduling by supporting simulation.
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Table I: Examples of the randomly created chromosomes with five genes.
Chr. ID
1
2
3

6
2
1

Genes
4
1
5

8
9
3

a

b

7
6
5

3
9
7

c

Figure 2: PRGA-Sched framework.

Two main parts of the PRGA-Sched are:

 Priority Rule-Based Scheduling: The part of priority rule scheduling is activated on the

PRGA-Sched (Fig. 2 a). In this method, priority rule codes (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) are
assigned to simulate operation for scheduling on the framework. Only one rule can be
selected from all operations. For example, if the number 2 is selected, the simulation model
evaluates under “the shortest processing time” (SPT) priority rule for all operations in the
simulation run.
 Priority Rule-Based GA Scheduling: A random seed generation block is coded in the
PRGA-Sched module for random process with GA heuristic. This part of the PRGA-Sched
module includes the selection of priority rules and GA parameters (Fig. 2 b). If priority
rules are selected, a new form (Fig. 2 c) will be activated for selection in which one or more
rules can be selected at the same time. Thus, flexibility is provided to solve scheduling
problems for selection of priority rules on the PRGA-Sched.
The objective is to minimize total completion time for GA scheduling by using
simulation. Then, the parameters of GA, which are initial population size, crossover rate,
mutation rate by percentage and iteration number, and the best fitness value-repetition number
must be defined on PRGA-Sched. The generalized solution algorithm is given in Fig. 3.
During this process, the modified algorithm runs with defined genetic parameters for the
simulation model. In the PRGA-Sched, all operation numbers are determined as the
chromosome size, and the chromosomes are filled with the codes of selected priority rules by
random permutation encoding until the initial population number is reached. The one-point
crossover and inverse mutation methods are determined as the main genetic operators. The
operations to be scheduled are ordered by considering only product workflows.
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Figure 3: The proposed algorithm of PRGA-Sched.

There are no priorities for the operations in the system except orders of jobs on product
workflows at the begining of the simulation. The set of schedulable operations is created at
iteration i for time t. The next operation to be scheduled is choosen from this set of
operations. The code of gene i of chromosome j is used as the rule of selection at iteration i,
simultaneously. According to the proposed algorithm of PRGA-Sched, chromosome j is
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designed with the chromosome ID:{…..3415234168245995…}. If the code of gene i of
chromosome j is equal to 3, the priority rule is “Longest Processing Time” (LPT) for
selection. Then, the next operation is selected with this rule in the set of schedulable
operations, and it is scheduled to the related workstation. The selected operation is subtracted
from the set of schedulable operations. All remaining operations are selected in the same way
by using the next gene code (priority rule) at each iteration until the defined iteration number
is attained. The selection is provided by ascending the best fitness values as objective
functions for each chromosome. Because the best fitness value is the minimum total
completion time, it is transferred to next population in every generation. Thus, we have
applied the elitism strategy in the selection procedure. When the termination criterion, i.e.,
iteration number, is provided, the simulation run will be terminated. The results table of the
PRGA-Sched shows unique chromosome IDs, chromosome genes, and fitness values (see Fig.
5). The results table includes chromosomes as initial population numbers. On the results table
form, the selected chromosomes’ Gantt charts can be shown by clicking on the button. The
Faborg-Sim simulation tool generates two types of Gantt charts, i.e., workstation and
personnel. Then, the detailed simulation results show on the Faborg-Sim evaluation module.

4. CASE STUDY: HEATING BOILER MANUFACTURING
4.1 Simulation model in FABORG-SIM
In the PRGA-Sched module, the main objective is to minimize total completion time and/or
makespan. In this paper, our aim was to test the PRGA-Sched by analyzing a heating
manufacturing system. Different flexible workflow plans were modeled for six products as
central, flat boilers in this manufacturing system in Fig. 4 by the workflow-plan editor of the
Faborg-Sim simulation tool. The manufacturing system works 8 hours per day and has orders
from 60 customers, which are modeled for a two-week report time As an overview of the
simulation model, the customers’ orders that are distributed randomly on various days are
given in Table II and the simulation model data is given in Table III.
P1: KK045KY
01.010

01.020

01.050

01.070

01.080

P3: KK160KY

Work-flow

01.090

01.120

01.130

01.140

01.150

01.160

03.010

01.030

03.050

03.070

03.080

Work-flow
03.090

03.130

03.140

03.150

03.160

03.170

03.030

01.040

03.040

01.060

03.060

01.100

03.100

01.110

03.110

P2: KK080KY
02.010

03.020

02.020

02.050

02.070

02.080

Work-flow
02.090

02.120

03.120
02.130

02.140

02.150

02.160

P5: MK250SY

02.030

05.010

02.040

05.020

05.050

05.060

05.070

Work-flow

05.090

05.120

05.130

05.140

05.150

05.030
02.060

05.040

02.100

02.110
05.080

P4: MK250KY
04.010

04.020

04.050

04.060

04.070

Work-flow
04.090

04.120

05.100

04.130

04.140

04.150

04.160

05.110

04.030

04.040

P6: BY060DP

04.080

06.010

04.100

04.110

Figure 4: Product workflow models.
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Table II: The daily customer orders.
Order
No

1. Day

2. Day

Product
Order
Quantity
Code
No

Product
Code

3. Day
Order
Quantity
No

Product
Code

4. Day
Order
Quantity
No

Product
Code

5. Day
Order
Quantity
No

Product
Code

Quantity

S1

KK045KY

1

S7

KK080KY

1

S13

KK045KY

1

S19

KK045KY

1

S25

KK045KY

1

S2

KK045KY

1

S8

KK160KS

1

S14

KK080KY

1

S20

KK080KY

1

S26

KK045KY

1

S3

KK080KY

1

S9

MK250KY

1

S15

KK160KS

1

S21

KK160KS

1

S27

KK080KY

1

S4

KK160KS

1

S10

MK250SY

1

S16

MK250KY

1

S22

KK160KS

1

S28

KK160KS

1

S5

MK250KY

1

S11

MK250SY

1

S17

MK250SY

1

S23

MK250KY

1

S29

MK250KY

1

S6

MK250SY

1

S12

BY060DP

1

S18

BY060DP

1

S24

MK250SY

1

S30

MK250SY

1

Order
No

6. Day

7. Day

8. Day

9. Day

10. Day

Product
Order
Quantity
Code
No

Product
Order
Quantity
Code
No

Product
Order
Quantity
Code
No

Product
Order
Quantity
Code
No

Product
Quantity
Code

S31

KK045KY

1

S37

KK045KY

1

S43

KK045KY

1

S49

KK045KY

1

S55

KK080KY

1

S32

KK045KY

1

S38

KK045KY

1

S44

KK045KY

1

S50

KK080KY

1

S56

KK160KS

1

S33

KK080KY

1

S39

KK045KY

1

S45

KK080KY

1

S51

KK080KY

1

S57

KK160KS

1

S34

KK080KY

1

S40

KK080KY

1

S46

KK080KY

1

S52

KK160KS

1

S58

KK160KS

1

S35

KK160KS

1

S41

KK080KY

1

S47

KK160KS

1

S53

KK160KS

1

S59

BY060DP

1

S36

KK160KS

1

S42

MK250KY

1

S48

MK250KY

1

S54

MK250KY

1

S60

BY060DP

1

Table III: Simulation model data.
Total customer orders
Number of products
Total workstations
Total personnel
Working hours (8 hours/day)
Report time zone (2 weeks)

60
6
22 (with parallel units)
22 (with parallel units)
28800 – 57600 s
0 – 1036800 s

4.2 Priority rule with PRGA-Sched
PRGA-Sched has been provided 10 defined priority rules, and these rules can be selected
separately and/or together. The ten test models are setup with in all priority rules separately
and three models by using priority rule-based GA, i.e., the GA_09 model that included all 10
priority rules; the GA_01 model that included only FCFS (0) and LCFS (1) rules; and GA_23
model that included only SPT (2) and LPT (3) in the simulation run. Thus, in this study,
thirteen test models were evaluated by the PRGA-Sched on Faborg-Sim for a heating
manufacturing system. The values of the genetic operators were on the PRGA-Sched. The
initial population-size was determined as 30 individuals; crossover rate was determined as
90 %; mutation rate was determined as 10 %; and iteration number was determined as 1000
iterations (Fig. 2 b). When PRGA-Sched runs, the chromosomes are created randomly with all
priority rules as all operation numbers for a chromosome. The size of the chromosome was
determined as 950 genes (Table IV). The PRGA-Sched was executed on the modified solution
algorithm using simulation for scheduling.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test models were simulated with their data by using PRGA-Sched in the Faborg-Sim. The
importance of the results obtained with PRGA-Sched for objective function is the
determination of the shortest total completion time for the report time zone.
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Table IV: The structure of chromosome.
Number of
Number of
operations
orders
KK045KY
16
14
KK080KY
16
14
KK160KS
17
14
MK250KY
16
8
MK250SY
16
6
BY060DP
10
4
Size of a Chromosome (Genes)

Product code

Total
operations
224
224
238
128
96
40
950

According to the shortest total completion time, the GA_09 simulation model was
selected as the best solution for this research objective with 1341044 s. GA_09 model
includes all priority rules with GA algorithm on the PRGA-Sched module (Fig. 5). As a
result, the best chromosome ID is found as 25 for GA_09 simulation model. The Gantt charts
of the best chromosome are shown on workstations in the Faborg-Sim reports (Fig. 6).

ID

Chromosome

Fitness Value

3481562959945728383621981266084579585003867680892098643149029597537624327085439047308583543507327905317
8660667619982298944070820658524720432526872519107010919884091818525175642710721054141371165853506409492
1378198162946776143010898214212651904461258559929784091158998484028476268286133938452766085556376442044
2526805924969932362491611819780984290075582050473216705180599524407473128680856144557417901958696864299

25

0087014224354966989561270094091844558706489512190165232870602022240041827318266889382551177800345636115
8338923514822640699864927963639674549768715418181577228341096088424809182015850988206234510766272799327

1341044

1484113480118881289388315842161560067723172755484570399216927132954772346611666945758026174189603079060
2123777650981373928607267917686974535658319180566687290496686906301683727939717744190967404907231378987
2869361778941806443289820698449756914021336002050724659293867223918488241294271763771419761015300319456
24823640210035514987271

Figure 5: The result table of GA_09 in the PRGA-Sched.

Figure 6: The workstation Gantt chart of GA_09.

Customers’ orders are distributed on work days on the workstation Gantt chart. Each
customer’s orders are assigned a unique color. The simulation results were compared by total
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1350952

1341044

A Priority Rule Scheduling

SchedPRGA

completion time (Fig. 7). The best solutions were provided by the PRGA-Sched under the
objective of minimum completion time. If the simulation module were run normally, i.e.,
FCFS (0) priority rule in Faborg-Sim, the total completion time would be 1350952 s.
However, the PRGA-Sched module executed in 1341044 s for this application. Consequently,
9908 s or approximately 2.75 h were saved in completing all customers’ orders with the all
priority rule GA model by PRGA-Sched module.

Figure 7: The comparison of total completion times.

6. CONCLUSION
Faborg-Sim was developed in a research project as a simulation tool for organizing and
structuring production systems with performance measures. The main objectives of FaborgSim are structural analysis of production systems, determination of the performances of
alternative organizational structures, and implementation of the actual systems. In our
research, a new module was developed and integrated into Faborg-Sim with a priority rulesbased GA approach in order to solve job-shop scheduling problems. The new module is
referred to as the PRGA-Sched, and it can be used to determine shorter total completion times
for customers’ orders in simulation runs. In addition, three GA models were developed about
a heating system machine production company and these models provided better results than
a-single-rule models. Because, the customer orders were designed with different starting point
randomly and also each orders were different operations and parameters values on parallel
machines/workstations.The PRGA-Sched module provided a shorter total completion time for
this production system. For production scheduling systems, it includes ten priority rules that
can be selected separately, providing higher flexibility for solution algorithm.
Further research should be conducted on the optimization of the genetic parameters,
especially crossover and mutation rate, to improve the performance of the PRGA-Sched
module. In addition, other heuristics (e.g., simulated annealing, tabu search, and ant-colony
optimization) can be used as the PRGA-Sched module was used. During this process,
manufacturing cost-analysis modules will be developed the Faborg-Sim software. Thus, the
optimization modules and tools can be combined to cope with some of the limitations and
assumptions of classical, production-scheduling problems.
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